
ACE OF WANDS
Ace of Wands represents good news and new beginnings. It

signifies taking action, physically starting something, new initiative

and finding new passion, enthusiasm or spark. It is a Minor Arcana

card of accepting a challenge, getting fired up and getting in the

game. It can also represent discovering your potential or talent

and brings a sense of urgency and a new lease of life when it

appears .This is a card indicates that you have creative spark and

are feeling bold and daring. It also signifies spontaneity and

excitement so expect fun times when it appears.This card can

also represent fertility, conception and birth.

 

 Ace of Wands reversed represents delays, setbacks and

disappointing news. It represents lack of initiative,

passion, assertiveness, energy, enthusiasm, motivation, &

growth. You may be stopping yourself from progressing

or be slow and hesitant about starting or trying anything

new. Life may not be fun,signifies having no spark and

things being boring and predictable. It can also represent

creative blocks, wasted talent or potential and missed

opportunities. This card can indicate that you are so

passionate, enthusiastic and motivated that you are a

little too intense for some people to handle. The Ace of

Wands reversed can also represent infertility,

miscarriages, abortions, stillbirths and difficult

pregnancies.

beginning, start, creativity, idea,
offering, birth, renewal

"New Opportunities love feel the Newness and Love"
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2 WANDS
Two of Wands signifies having two paths. When this Minor

Arcana card appears in your Tarot reading you have

decisions to make or a choice between two options but

remember the grass isn’t always greener on the other side!

This card can signify overseas travel, sudden departures,

emigration and deciding if you will stay or go. It can also

indicate a lack of contentment with your life, restlessness,

withdrawal and detachment. It can represent waiting,

anticipation and wanderlust. It is also a card of cooperation,

business partnerships or overseas expansion.

Two of Wands reversed represents indecisiveness, fear

of change and fear of the unknown. When reversed, it is a  

lack of planning, restricted options, being held back and

disappointment. It can represent staying put, deciding

not to go, cancelled or delayed travel or cancelled

emigration. The Two of Wands reversed can also signify

choosing the safest bet, choosing a mundane life, anti-

climax and self-doubt. It can also signify the sudden

arrival or return of a person into your life.

success, plans, security,
advantageous position, control,

travel, vision

"Go Shit!"
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3 OF WANDS
Three of Wands represents freedom, adventure, travel,

moving abroad and foreign lands. It can indicate hard work

paying off, success and being happy with your choices or

the outcome of your situation. This card also signifies

foresight, forward planning, moving forward, growth and

expansion. It is a Minor Arcana card of self-confidence, self-

belief, spreading your wings and experiencing life. It tells

you that fortune favours the brave. It can also represent

holiday romances and long distance relationships.

Three of Wands represents moving back home, returning

from travels and homeland. It can indicate restriction, lack

of progress, adventure or growth, failure and being

unhappy with your choices or disappointed with the

outcome of your situation. This card also signifies lack of

foresight or forward planning or holding on the past and

being haunted by it. It is a Minor Arcana card of lack of

confidence, self-doubt, frustration, clipped wings and

shying away from life. It can also represent failed holiday

romances or failed long distance relationships.

expansion, success, support,
vision, ship sailing in,

opportunity coming, travel,
advantageous position

"Plan the trip and have a great time!"
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4 WANDS
Four of Wands represents happy families, celebrations,

surprises, parties, weddings and events. It signifies coming

home and reunions, feeling like you fit in and being made to

feel welcome and supported. This Minor Arcana card

indicates success, prosperity, stability, security and laying

down roots. It tells you that you will be proud of your

achievements and that your self-esteem will be high when it

appears. It also represents team work, community spirit and

communities or families coming together. 

Four of Wands reversed represents unhappy families,

being jilted or cancelled celebrations, surprises, parties,

or events. It can signify leaving home, postponed or

cancelled reunions, feeling like you don’t fit in, not being

made to feel welcome and lack of support. This Minor

Arcana card when reversed can indicate failure, lack of

achievement, neglect, instability, insecurity and being

transient or uprooted. It tells you that you may experience

self-doubt and that your self-esteem may be low when it

appears. It also represents lack of team work or

community spirit and communities or families divided.

 

victory, harmony, happiness,
celebration, homecoming, home,

ceremony, party

"Bitch you are there, it's all working out
for the good ENJOY!!"
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5 WANDS
Five of Wands represents rows, arguments, conflict, fighting

and disagreements. It signifies struggle, opposition, battles,

aggression and temper. This Minor Arcana card represents

clashing personalities or egos, pent up energy and

aggression, irritation and frustration. You can expect a lack

of cooperation, lack of control, pettiness, strikes, chaos or

unruliness when it appears in your Tarot reading. It can also

represent being rough, defensive or territorial and can

signify competition and sports.

Five of Wands reversed represents the end of rows,

arguments, conflict, fighting and disagreements. It signifies

ending struggles, finding common ground or solutions,

reaching agreements, compromise, cooperation, peace and

harmony. This Minor Arcana card reversed can also

represent battle fatigue, fear of confrontation, shyness,

suppressing your temper and feeling intimidated.

Cooperation, control, focus and order may be possible when

it appears in your Tarot reading. Alternatively, it can represent

all-out war, looking for an argument, extreme aggression and

having a short fuse. It can also signify sports events being

cancelled.

competition, fight, game, opposition,
conflict, aggression, change, power

struggle, rivalry, assertiveness,
dog eat dog, bullies

"No one is going to help you and that is ok
Fuq them"
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6 WANDS
Six of Wands represents success, victory, winning, triumph,

achievement and having the advantage. It also signifies

praise, acclaim, awards, recognition, applause and goodwill.

It is a Minor Arcana card of fame, celebrity, fans, well-wishers,

supporters, crowds and being in the spotlight. It indicates

that someone is being a leader, riding high, confident and

proud with high self-esteem. It is a card of strength and

stability and can also represent successful campaigns and

winning battles.

Six of Wands reversed represents losing, failure, lack of

achievement, recognition, endurance, confidence or

support. When reversed, it is a Minor Arcana card of mob

or pack mentality, being a follower or being hunted. It

indicates that someone is being arrogant, egotistical,

fame hungry or a diva and that pride comes before a fall.

The Six of Wands reversed signifies disadvantage,

disgrace, disloyalty, treachery and broken promises. It

can also represent ill-will, disappointment, instability,

weakness and unsuccessful campaigns and losing

battles.

victory, triumph, leadership, win,
advancement, achievement,

support, finish line

"look how you have earned this chance you
worked for it"
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7 WANDS
Seven of Wands represents opposing, standing up for what

you believe in, fighting your corner and holding your own. It

signifies taking the high road, maintaining control and being

strong willed. This card also indicates someone who is

protective, defensive, assertive, forceful, relentless,

determined and territorial. It can suggest that you are under

attack, being harassed, blamed or scapegoated but you are

resisting. Life may be challenging, busy and hectic with this

card in your Tarot spread so you will need stamina to

endure.

Seven of Wands reversed represents folding on your beliefs,

yielding, quitting, giving up and giving in. It signifies admitting

defeat, surrendering and lack of courage or stamina. This  card

can represent weakness, failing to protect or defend someone

or something you care about and being exhausted, burnt-out

or worn down. It can indicate a compromise, resolution or

sharing territory. It can also suggest that you have lost control,

power, respect or moral authority and have been involved in a

scandal of some sort. The Seven of Wands reversed can also

represent being overbearing and unpopular.

 

 

 challenge, struggle, defense,
battle, stand, overwhelm,

assertive, boundaries, bullies,
courage, resistance

"Get out of your head please and do what
you have to do"
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8 WANDS
Eight of Wands represents hastiness, speed, rushing,

progress, movement and action. It is a card of sudden

action, excitement, exciting times, travel, freedom, holidays

and holiday romances. Whatever you turn your hand to at

the moment will take off at great speed and gain

momentum. You will be feeling positive and energetic. You

will be thinking on your feet, seeing results and finding

solutions. Your hard work will be paying off and you will be

ahead of the game. The Eight of Wands also represents

infatuation, obsession and getting carried away or being

swept off your feet.

Eight of Wands reversed represents slowness, slow

progress and lack of speed, movement or action. When

reversed, it is a card of restriction, returning from travels or

delayed or cancelled travel or holidays. It can signify late

starts, bad timing, losing momentum, missed

opportunities and unfinished business. Whatever you

turn your hand to at the moment probably won’t work out

the way you want it to. You may be feeling negativity or a

lack of energy when it appears in your Tarot spread. The

Eight of Wands reversed also represents being hysterical,

impatient, impulsive and panicked or out of control. It can

represent dislike or a lack of passion, excitement or

romance. It can also signify being grounded.

movement, travel, news, speed,
swiftness

"Get ready to travel swift time sis"
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9 WANDS
Nine of Wands tells you that you are half way through a

battle. Recent events have left you drained of all energy and

feeling like you can’t go on, but you are so close to getting

what you want! You just need to gather the last of your

strength and push forward and you will be successful. It

represents ongoing battles, being battle weary, drained of

energy and fatigued. It also signifies courage, persistence,

strength of will, having a backbone, holding out and

perseverance. It is a card of gathering your strength, learning

from past failures, fighting your corner and making your last

stand. You may be wounded, guarded or expecting trouble 

 It can suggest that things have not worked out the way you

planned and there have been challenges and setbacks

along the way. The Nine of Wands also tells you that you are

close to success or nearly there.

 Nine of Wands reversed represents refusing to compromise or

give in, being stubborn, rigid or obstinate. It can signify being

the last one standing or having a chip on your shoulder.

Alternatively, this 

card reversed can signify a stalemate, withdrawal, retreat, giving

up, having no fight left or no backbone. The Nine of Wands

reversed can also indicate weakness of will, chronic fatigue and

lack of courage, persistence or perseverance. It can represent

not learning from past mistakes or falling at the final hurdle. This

card can signify dropping your guard or encountering

unexpected trouble. 

 

 defense, preparation, completion,
paranoia, protection, boundaries, distrust

"Your almost there do not give up you better tf not"
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10 WANDS
Ten of Wands represents a situation that started off as a good

idea but has now become a burden. It signifies problems,

responsibilities, being overburdened, overloaded and

stressed. It indicates that you have a huge weight on your

shoulders and you feeling obligated, saddled and restricted.

This card can signify being taken for granted, struggle, major

challenges, drudgery and duty. It suggests that you have

taken on too much and may be heading for burn out. This

card does however also indicate that the end is insight and if

you keep going you will be successful. It can also signify

delays, losing your way, losing your focus and having an uphill

struggle. It can indicate that the fun or spontaneity has gone

out of your life.

Ten of Wands reversed represents having too much

responsibility and stress or a cross that’s too heavy to bear.

When reversed, this card can signify insurmountable

problems, flogging a dead horse and working hard but getting

nowhere. It suggests that you are pushing yourself so far that

you are on the brink of a collapse or a breakdown. It can also

indicate being duty bound and resigned to your fate or having

no stamina and not being up to the challenges you are facing.

Alternatively, it can represent letting go, learning to say no, off-

loading, dumping and shirking duties or responsibilities. 

 

 

oppression, burden, heaviness, hard
work, weight, responsibilities, duty

"Do not take on anyone issues and don’t let no one
stay in your house"
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PAGE OF WANDS
Page of Wands represents good news that should be coming

to you swiftly or shortly. This may take the form of letters, phone

calls or word of mouth. This card also signifies having bright

ideas about what you can do, being inspired or creative,

making new exciting plans, thinking big and finding something

you are passionate about. It can also indicate that you may

have a tendency to rush into new things without thinking them

through fully when it appears . You may be releasing your inner

child and find yourself feeling very playful and having fun when

it appears.  

Page of Wands reversed represents bad or delayed news

and set-backs. This may take the form of letters, phone

calls or word of mouth. This  card reversed can indicate

that you may be lacking ideas or creativity or feeling

uninspired or demotivated. However, it also suggests that

you may be procrastinating and putting things off rather

than taking action to make things happen. It can indicate

a failure to launch a project, restricted thinking or not

being able to find something you are passionate about

when it appears in your Tarot spread. It can also

represent deep inner child issues coming to the surface.

 

new creative energy, message, feisty youth,
creative seed, new passion, education,

student, exciting news, rebellious, a spark

"Something in the mail so open mail and emails"
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KNIGHT OF WANDS
Knight of Wands indicates that things are going better than

you expected and any ventures you have taken on are likely

to be more successful than you hoped. You should be full of

energy, enthusiasm and confidence and should be feeling

fearless and brave when it appears in your Tarot reading. It

tells you to take action and put your ideas and plans into

motion. This Minor Arcana card signifies getting things done

and finishing what you start. However, this card tells you not

to be hasty, don’t rush in without thinking and just expect

things to work out. It is also a card of free-spirited adventure,

travel and moving country. 

Knight of Wands reversed indicates that things are not going

as well as you expected and any ventures you have taken on

are likely to experience delays or setback. You may be lacking

ambition, enthusiasm or self-discipline to make your ventures

a success and could be feeling fearful and passive .

Alternatively, it can indicate that you are being overly confident

or competitive, arrogant or cocky. It tells you not to be reckless

or overly hasty as it may not be the right time to put your plans

into action. It can also indicate that you may be heading for a

fall so slow down and put the brakes on before it’s too late.

This  card signifies not finishing what you started. It is also a

card of cancelled or delayed travel or sudden unexpected

departures. 

passion, motivation, mover +
shaker, enthusiasm, fire, phallic

energy, lust, action

"You deserve this moment let it happen, no fear"
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QUEEN OF WANDS
Queen of Wands indicates that you will be optimistic,

outgoing and full of energy. You will be accomplishing

many tasks and keeping a lot of balls in the air when she

appears in your Tarot spread. People will be tired just

looking at you because you are always on the go! This card

represents taking charge of things and organizing your life.A

card of being efficient and helping others. It can also

represent being chaotic and forgetful as the amount of

things you have taken on might take their toll after a while. 

 Queen of Wands reversed can indicate that you may be

feeling pessimistic, temperamental or overwhelmed. You

may have taken on far too many tasks and are trying to

keep too many balls in the air when she appears in your

Tarot spread. You may be exhausted and heading for

burn out when she appears! On the flip side, it can

indicate that you are being overbearing or sticking your

nose where it doesn’t belong when it appears. If you can

offer support to people in need, then do. However,

remember, if you interfere in someone else’s business

they may not thank you! This card can also represent not

taking charge of things and being disorganised or

extremely chaotic. When reversed, it is a Minor Arcana

card of being inefficient or hindering others.

creative, passion, power,
courage, fire, feminine power

"Be Bossed Up!!"
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KING OF WANDS
King of Wands indicates that you will have the energy,

experience and enthusiasm to accomplish what you set out

to achieve at this time. You are taking control of your life. You

will motivate those around you, lead the way forward and

set a good example for those who look up to you. You do

not worry about other people’s opinion of you and you dare

to be different when this Minor Arcana card appears in your

Tarot reading. 

King of Wands reversed can indicate that you lack the

energy, experience or enthusiasm to accomplish what

you set out to achieve at this time. You are taking a back

seat and are not being proactive in your life. You may feel

that you are not up to the task or are giving away your

power and setting a bad example for those who look up

to you. You may be worrying about other people’s

opinion of you and you may be afraid to be different or

step outside of your comfort zone when this Minor

Arcana card appears reversed in your Tarot reading. On

the flipside, you may be trying to control everyone and

everything around you with bullying tactics, aggression

or brute force. 

mastery, passion, fiery,
creativity, courage, power,
bravado, leadership, heat

"Take Control you are not a doormat"
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